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PRODUCT ROADMAP
The following pages show our roadmap for the next 2 quarters and provide a list of
features as a FORECAST. Those features are candidates for being a part of the next
iteration of the roadmap.
We commit ourselves to delivering all features assigned to a specific quarter in time
– although details and provided designs may change upon release.
This document will be updated every quarter.
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PRODUCT ROADMAP
Why only 2 quarters?
It's natural for requirements and priorities to change. We committed ourselves to
agile development and need to stay flexible. We want to be able to react to changes
in the market and to the needs of our customers.
Where is my feature?
The feature or improvement you are looking for is not listed here? This doesn't mean
it's not going to be developed! This document only shows a selection of major
features to come. See our user community for a more detailed view on our roadmap!
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ROADMAP OVERVIEW
UPDATED QUARTERLY

Employee app

(iOS and Android app)

Messenger app

Calendar

(Release of the mobile app)

Launchpad 2.0

Teams

(O365 integration)

Q4 / 18

Q1 / 19

Search

(O365 integration)

(O365 integration)

SharePoint / OneDrive
(O365 integration)

Smart
recommendations

Auto translate

Move & copy apps

FORECAST
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CHANGES EXPLAINED
Page and workspace templates
This feature has been replaced in our roadmap by move and copy apps.
We postponed this feature in our earlier roadmap because we saw the need to
investigate and analyze the requirements more thoroughly. As a result we saw that
it would make more sense to implement the option to copy or move apps between
pages and workspaces first as prerequisite. This will also already cover some of the
basic requirements since admins can prepare apps in private pages or workspaces
and then copy those into new ones.
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LAUNCHPAD 2.0

Q4

20

18

We will provide several usability
improvements for the launchpad based
on your feedback: Many of you are using
the launchpad like an app store for
internal tools. We want to strengthen this
use case and make it possible to easily
manage and access your most important
tools from COYO’s launchpad - including
your Oﬀice 365 applications.
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MESSENGER APP RELEASE

20
Q4

Private BETA phase started in Q3, public
BETA follows beginning of Q4. We will
release the final app at the end of Q4.
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We will oﬀer a Messenger App so
beautiful and simple that our customers
will prefer it over any other solution:
This new native app for iOS and Android
will be fully integrated into COYO and
provides live communication as well as a
digital address book with all colleagues.
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MICROSOFT TEAMS O365 INTEGRATION

Q1

20

19

Combine the best of both
worlds: We will create a seamless
bridge between COYO and
Microsoft Teams. Users will get
notified about any updates in
COYO. A major goal is to open up
Teams as another communication
channel for COYO’s publishers.
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FORECAST
• Auto translate USABILITY
Let COYO translate user generated content like timeline
posts for you. Making it easier to give your international
team a unified digital home.

• Smart recommendations USABILITY
COYO will be able to anticipate what information users are
looking for and will give recommendations based on their
social engagement. Get recommendations on blog or wiki
articles for certain topics, interesting workspaces or new
colleagues.

• Search O365
Apart from the usual results you will be able to find Oﬀice
365 documents in COYO’s search.

• Calendar O365

Events in COYO can be connected with an Exchange server,
so that those events will be visible in Outlook.

• SharePoint & OneDrive O365

A special documents app will display files from SharePoint
or OneDrive. An additional widget gives moderators and
admins the option to link to documents in SharePoint (e.g.
to documents in specific groups). Users can attach
SharePoint or OneDrive documents to posts and comments.

• Move & copy apps USABILITY

Move and copy apps between pages and workspaces to
consolidate or split pages and workspaces. Also making it
easier to prepare apps before releasing them to the public.
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FORECAST
• Employee app MOBILE
We will create an Employee App for iOS and Android for
getting everyone in the organization on board and giving
them quick access to corporate news. Providing a seamless
and easy login, push notifications and news.
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GOT IDEAS?
GET INVOLVED AT COMMUNITY.COYOAPP.COM
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